1. Contatti Ufficio:

Pedagogical matters and partnership development:
Jean-Claude Berthélemy (Professor in charge of incoming students, double degrees, international relations strategy)
resp02incoming@univ-paris1.fr

Administrative matters and partnership development:
Tobias Marian Wollenhaupt (International relations office administrative coordinator)
For students: erasm02@univ-paris1.fr

2. Link utili:

http://www.univ-paris1.fr/international/foreign-students/exchange-student-application-bachelor-master/

https://www.univ-paris1.fr/?id=542253 (Economia)

3. Requisiti linguistici:

verificare aggiornamenti sul sito

French: Linguistic certificate of minimum level B2 (see the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages) to take Degree classes and minimum C1 to take Masters classes: DELF/DALF, TCF or a certificate from a tutor of French in your university of origin.

English: If you choose classes in English, you must also provide a certificate from a tutor of English from your university of origin or an equivalent certificate (IELTS, TOEFL...).

4. Altri requisiti:

---